
“With man, this is impossible, but not with God; all things are   
possible” -Mark 10:27  

 

We have prayed for retrofitting the old children’s home building for years. Thank 
you, Jesus, for your provision. The building was damaged during the earthquake 
in 2015. It is genuinely miraculous that the retrofitting of the building was made 
possible. There has been continuous non-stop work going on for the previous 
15 months. The retrofitting includes the new foundation, pillars, and beams and 
strengthens the structure. Of course, we redid the floors, walls, and plasters. We 
fixed drainage around the house and changed the glass in windows and mosquito 
nets. The building has new window curtains and some new doors and locks. It 
needed new steps and a new railing installed. Recently, the painting work has 
been done inside and outside. It has four restrooms and one shower with new 
plumbing on each floor. It is a good facility for a children’s home. It took a long 
time for us to get hold of an electrician and, because of his health, it was delayed 
for two months. The electricity works and the new lights and wiring are done 
through the entire building. The structure is solid and the building could be used 
for many years. 

I would like to thank the Globe leadership and our support partners for your 
prayers and contributions. On behalf of the team in Nepal, I would like to thank 
you once again. 

Family updates: We were all in Nepal for our summer break. Kids had not gone 
back to Nepal after COVID-19 started. I traveled back and forth often. They 
enjoyed visiting their father’s side of the family. My mom is in her 80s and weak 
in her health. It is good for them to connect with the rest of the family. Samuel 
turned 14 on August 4th, and he celebrated in Nepal and Norway. We went to 
the second mission base, Jiri in North Nepal, and the kids enjoyed harvesting 
potatoes. I ministered during the weekends. We have just come from summer 
break. Kids have started their schools today. Rebecca goes to 11th  grade, 
Samuel is in 9th  grade, and Sarah is in 4th grade.
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Almost ready after rooms and walls 
and plaster were done 

People painting the building

Each pillar is 18 x 18 inches
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Prayer requests  
1. Please pray for my mom’s health. She is 86, and she has started forgetting a lot. 
2. Please lift the children’s homes in your prayers. The government is closing orphanages; we 

will run them as a children’s home/ hostel. Christian churches run a few orphanages, and 
the government is closing them. Our team is working on fixing the work. 

3. I would like to ask your special prayers for my family. We are going through a rough season 
and many attacks. 

All the rooms are painted!Carpets and curtains installed New stairs and railing

Painted and ready from the front TV room for kids


